Perspective Solutions guide to...

resource
management

See things clearly

deliver what you promise

Success in today's
business climate is not
simply about winning
new business and
securing new projects.
It's about delivery.
Information, people,
and time need to come
together to keep a tight
grip on projects,
ensuring customer
satisfaction and
maximised profits.
Effective resource management
begins with planning projects at the
proposal stage. Using accurate
and up-to-date information about
resource availability is critical to
developing a realistic proposal and
setting delivery expectations. As
soon as a project is initiated, it is
equally important to capture data
about actual time expended, by
resource and task or activity.

As soon as a project is initiated, it is
equally important to capture data about
actual time expended
The process can then be measured
across multiple projects, thus
improving reliability of planning and
optimising resource allocation,
helping to deliver results on time
and on budget.

When resource management is
integrated into an organisation’s
overall project and programme
management strategy, it has even
greater value – it helps ensure that
what’s promised is delivered,
consistently and reliably.

Perspective Solutions

Perspective Solutions delivers:

The Perspective approach is supported by the RPM technology platform
(Risk and Performance Management). RPM was designed in response to
real-world needs.
Using recognised standards, RPM can be integrated with existing systems,
within the enterprise as well enabling collaboration amongst partners, suppliers
and customers. Implementation is swift, secure and the result easy to use.

• best practice business process
• measurement and reporting on
business process
• measurement and reporting on
business risk and performance

See things clearly

Perspective Solutions guide to resource management

Key functionality:
• View skills available to take on
new work
• Identify skills bottlenecks
• Assign staff to the most
important tasks
At the centre of the Perspective
Solutions' approach is Risk and
Performance Management (RPM),
a software solution designed to
deliver the big picture quickly and
accurately to managers at all levels.
RPM consolidates project
performance data across defined
profiles, according to user defined
rules and delivers that information
in an interactive, graphical display.
The underlying systems that create
and manage the data are often
already in place (such as Microsoft
Project and Deltek® Vision), and

are easily and quickly integrated to
eliminate duplicate data sources.
RPM provides a data entry
capability for risks, issues,
milestones and project financials
when existing systems are not
already in use.
Perspective also offers integration
with leading resource management
solutions to manage skills,
availability and relevant financial
information.

RPM consolidates project performance
data across defined profiles, according to
user defined rules and delivers that
information in an interactive, graphical
display.

• Support collaboration between
project and resource managers
• Web based
• Collaborate and negotiate with
other managers to share
resource
• Permission based system to
prevent people gaining
unauthorised access to data or
functionality
• Highlight under utilisation
• Search all resources to find
most appropriate match
• Define project resource
requirements
• Generate real-time reports on
resources
• Integration with Microsoft
Project
• Integration with Deltek® Vision

About kpi-insight
kpi-insight consulting ltd is the premier global PSA solutions provider for project
driven organisations. Its consultants have helped and managed successful PSA
solutions implementation and adoption for organisations such as Balfour Beatty
Management, Buchanan, Sungard, McLaren and Arthur D Little.
T +44 (0)1223 421 012
www.kpi-insight.com

kpi-insight is an authorised reseller of Deltek® Vision and RPM.
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